Two notions of reduction for terms of the A-calculus are introduced and the question of whether a A-term is P-strongly normalizing is reduced t o the question of whether a A-term is merely normalizing under one of the notions of reduction. This gives a method t o prove strong p-normalization for typed A-calculi. Instead of the usual semantic proof style based on Tait's realizability or Girard's "candidats de rtductibilitl", t e m ination can be proved using a decreasing metric over a well-founded ordering. This proof method is applied to the simply-typed A-calculus and the system of intersection types, giving the first non-semantic proof for a polymorphic extension of the A-calculus.
Introduction

Background and Motivation.
The problem of strong normalization of P-reduction (P-SN) has been actively considered for various typed A-calculi for over 25 years. Tait first proved that all A-terms typable in the simply-typed A-calculus (actually, Godel's system T) are P-SN using a semantic method called "realizability" or "solvability" [Tai67] . Extending Tait's method, Girard devised the powerful semantic method of "reducibility candidates" ("candidats de r8ductibilit8") to prove P-SN for systems F and F , [Gir71, Gir721. All later P-SN proofs for system F have relied on reducibility candidates, being essentially variations on Girard's original proof, simplifying or reformulating or cleaning up many of the concepts. (Gallier's paper [Gal901 is a useful comparative study of all proofs for system F published until 1990.) All of these proofs share ai certain element of non-obviousness. As Gallier writes [Ga194] Reducibility proofs are seductive and thrilling, but also elusive. Following these proofs step-by-step, we see that they "work" (when they are not wrong!), but I claim that most of us would still admit that they are not sure why these proofs work?
The proofs of the P-SN property for other polymorphic type systems have also relied on the semantic methods of either Tait or Girard. Although, a8 originally formulated, both the system of recursive types and the system of intersection types admit non-P-SN A-terms, both of these systems have useful restrictions which satisfy the p-SN property. Using the method of reducibility candidates, Mendler showed that the system of positive-recursive types has the P-SN property [Mengl] . The system of intersection types was introduced by Coppo and Dezani [CDCeO, CDCV811 with two important variants, one of which is an extension of the other. Pottinger [PotSO] and Leivant [Lei861 used reducibility candidates to show the simpler system of intersection types without the special w type constant has the P-SN property (in fact it turns out to type exactly the P-SN A-terms). A more recent p-SN result by van Bake1 uses Tait's method without requiring the reducibility candidates [vB92] . Until now, all P-SN proofs for these polymorphic type systems have used semantic methods.
In addition to the Tait/Girard paradigm, other methods have been used to show the P-SN property for the simply-typed A-calculus. One style, first used by Gandy and later refined by de Vrijer and by van de Pol and Schwichtenberg, involves associating functionals with each subterm [GanSOb, dV87, vdPS951 . Although these proofs are presented in a somewhat semantic style, it appears that they can be reformulated in a more syntactic "symbol-pushing'' style. Another style of proof involves converting the P-SN question into a question of weak normalization, which merely asks whether some reduction sequence termi-nates, not whether all of them do. This is the style used in this paper. The first proof in this style was by Nederpelt for a system equivalent to the simplytyped A-calculus [Ned73]. Klop devised a variant of this proof for the simply-typed A-calculus [Klo80, Chap. 1, 3 81 and then created a more general method which works for many "combinatory reduction systems" (sometimes called "higher-order rewrite systems", unrelated to the polymorphic extensions of the A-calculus) [Klo80, Chap. 21. More recently, de Groote devised another variant of this method, which is very close to the method we use [dG93]. The ,f-SN proofs for the simply-typed A-calculus yielded by this style have been very non-semantic. In de Groote's paper, he describes a way to use Scedrov's simplification of the conditions on reducibility candidates, which were designed for a weak normalization proof, to prove strong normalization for system F [dG93, Sce871. In addition to those we have mentioned, other methods have been used to prove P-SN for the simply-typed A-calculus.
Contributions of This Paper.
We present a strictly proof-theoretic method for proving the P-SN property which works for the simply-typed A-calculus and the system of intersection types, relying on simple combinatorial properties of P-reduction and type-inference systems. The method consists of two parts:
1. The question of whether a A-term is P-strongly normalizing is converted to the question of whether the A-term is normalizing under a new notion of reduction, +reduction.
2. The +normalization of all A-terms typable in certain typed A-calculi is established using a decreasing metric. For didactic reasons, we first apply our method to the simply-typed A-calculus. The proof for simple types then extends in a simple way to the system of intersection types. The first half of our proof is in the style initiated by Nederpelt for converting an SN problem into a weak normalization problem. In Section 3, we define +reduction, mentioned above, which is itself based on another recent notion called y-reduction. Essentially, 7-reduction is a simple size-preserving transformation that reorganizes A-bindings in a A-term without changing the "meaning" of the X-term. The notion of y-reduction can be seen as "raising" a A-abstraction outside of an enclosing P-redex. +reduction combines a P-reduction step of an I-redex followed by reduction to 7-normal form to bypass K-redexes. This behavior leads to the results that +reduction preserves the 0-SN property and every +normal form is P-SN. From this, it can be seen that +normalization implies pstrong normalization. Thus, to prove the /3-SN p r o p erty, that every possible P-reduction sequence must terminate, it is sufficient to show the +normalization property, that there is some +reduction sequence that terminates.
For the second part, in Section 4, we show that if a X-term M is typable in the simply-typed A-calculus (or in the intersection-type discipline in Section 5 )
then we can devise a +reduction strategy from M and attach a particular well-founded partial ordering to it that guarantees the reduction strategy must terminate (normalize)-thus implying P-SN by the first part. This is done in the style of decreasing-metric termination proofs often found in the term rewriting literature and is very similar to the original weak normalization proof for the simply-typed A-calculus by Turing [Gan80a] . The required reduction strategy is very simple: just reduce innermost I-redexes.
The new proof method for proving P-SN which we present is important for more than one reason. Most importantly, this is the first P-SN proof for a polymorphic extension of the typed A-calculus which does not depend on the methods of Tait or Girard. As a secondary reason, we feel the new method compares well in understandability with previous proof methods.
Future Work.
The two typed A-calculi for which we have carried our method all the way through give us reason for optimism regarding applying the method to other typed A-calculi. In a sense, simple types and intersection types correspond respectively to a minimal and a maximal type discipline for which P-SN holds; every type system in use includes the simple types, while the intersection-type discipline can derive a type for every /?-SN A-term. Hence, given any other higherorder typed A-calculus for which we are interested in proving ,f-SN--such as System F or some of its restrictions or extensions-there are two ways of proceeding. The direct way is to attach a well-founded partial ordering to a +reduction sequence, guaranteeing its termination. The indirect way is to translate an arbitrary derivation in the given type system into a derivation in the intersection-type discipline for the same untyped A-term, without making use of the already-known fact that the type system types only P-SN A-terms. We are particularly interested in system F (and certain restrictions and extensions of F) and in the positive-recursive-type discipline. Although it is well-known that the /3-SN property of system F can not be proven within second-order Peano Arith-metic [GLT89, p. 1141, thus casting doubts on whether semantic notions can be avoided, it would be nice to carry out a proof that does not rely on reducibility candidates. In subsequent reports we wish to examine the /3-SN property for these systems.
Related Research.
P. de Groote's 1993 paper [dG93] uses a method for reducing the P-SN problem to a weak normalization problem that is the same as ours in spirit but differs in the details. Instead of -/-reduction, de Groote uses a reduction he calls /3s:
Both our paper and de Groote's paper achieve the nearly identical result that the problem of &strong normalization is equivalent (respectively) to the problems of +normalization and PzPs-normalization. The most important difference is that de Groote uses general @z,Os-reduction while we take advantage of a specific reduction strategy of Pz-/-reduction which we call +reduction. First, de Groote shows that ,OK-reduction steps can be postponed in a sequence of P-reduction and Ps-reduction steps, yielding the fact that if a PzPs-descendent is P-SN, then the ancestor is P-SN as well. Then de Groote defines a calculus with labels to record the number of ,Oz,Os-reduction steps that have occurred. A complex argument shows this calculus to be confluent. Since the sum of the labels in a term is a bound on the longest reduction sequence leading to that term, and since all reduction paths from a term with a normal form must eventually reach the normal form, this yields the desired result.
For a further discussion of differences in how our method's are applied to various typed A-calculi, see the addendum to our technical report [KW95]. This addendum also contains a summary off other research into the y and Ps notions of reduction and a comparison of both our and de Groote's methods with the earlier method of Klop.
X-Terms.
The set of all A-terms A is built from the countably infinite set of A-term variables V using application and A-abstraction as specified by the usual grammar A ::= V I (A A) I (AV. A). We assume at all times that every A-term M obeys the restriction that no variable is Abound more than once and no variable occurs both A-bound and free in M . We assume a-conversion is used when necessary to make this happen. If M N , we say that N is a R-reduct of M.
The transitive, reflexive closure of "w" is written
An R-normal form is a X-term containing no R- The standard notion of reduction, ,O-reduction, is of course the least relation such that:
It is well-known that ,&reduction is confluent (ChurchThis is done by an analysis of the possible relaRosser) and that p-normal forms are unique.
tionships between the y-redexes A and I ' . Since y-reduction is both strongly normalizing and
,&Strong Normalization and
weakly confluent , it is confluent , from which our *-Normalization claim follows.
In this section, we introduce two new notions of reduction, y-reduction and +reduction (a combination of y-reduction and /%reduction), which are used throughout the rest of the paper. These notions of reduction transform A-terms in ways that are easier to analyze than @reduction. The main result of this section is Theorem 3.11 which implies that the question of p-strong normalization can be reduced to the question of +normalization. Subsequent sections will then show for certain typed A-calculi that all typable terms have +normal forms, implying that all typable terms are ,&strongly normalizing.
See the technical report version of the present paper for full details if necessary [KW94].
7-Reduction and 7-Normal Forms.
It is easy to give an inductive definition of those A-terms which happen to be in y-normal form. The set A T of y-normal forms is defined inductively as the least set satisfying these conditions:
abstraction, and x E V .
Definition 3.1 y-reduction is the least reduction relation such that:
is ,,, y-nf if and on,y if
We will use notions of residuals relative to both /?-reduction and y-reduction of three different kinds of subterm: arbitrary subterms, p-redexes, and 7-redexes. We will use natural numbers as indexes to mark these subterms. The notation we use is in the style of Barendregt [Bar84, f 11.1.2, p. 279 and f 11.2.4, p. 2841. These three types of subterms may be marked with an index i E N as follows:
We assume that x # y and y FV(P), using Qconversion if necessary. In a pictorial format, this reduction looks like this: Lemma 3.2 For every M E A:
2. M has a unique y-normal form.
Proof: The claims are proved separately.
1. Count the number of pairs of subterm occurrences P and Q in M such that P is an application, Q is an abstraction, P contains Q, and there is no subterm (RS) contained within P such that Q is contained within S. Every y-reduction step reduces this count.
1. An arbitrary subterm N 5 M is marked as N'.
2. For a ,&redex ((Ax.P)Q), we mark its leading A with the index in subscript position, for example ((Ai..P)Q).
3. For a y-redex ((Ax.Ay.N)P) we also mark the leading A of the y-redex with an index, but this time in superscript position, for example ((Ajz.Ay.N)P).
2. First, we show that -/-reduction is weakly confluIt will be possible for the same A to be marked as part of both a p-redex and a y-redex, in which case it will have both a subscript and a superscript. 
It is important to notice that &reduction of a redex that is both a marked P-redex and a marked y-redex will erase both markings, while 7-reduction will erase only the marking of the y-redex, preserving the marking of the @-redex. At this point, the notion of resadual is defined from the marking with indices in the standard way. y -7 ;
. ---U .
7
Analyzing the different possible relationships between a y-redex and a P-redex yields:
M,-.
iagram chasing then produces the desired conclusion: (We claim that the converse of Lemma 3.6 is also true. Hawever, it requires a more subtle argument and it is not needed in this paper.) 
7-Reduction and @Strong Normalization.
In this subsection, we show that if the result of 7-reduction is P-SN, then the input must also have been P-SN. ( We could show that y-reduction preserves the P-SN property, but we will not need such a general result later.)
3.
ion of &Strong NormalBa-
is an 6-redex. Otherwise, ifa: FV(P) then :-redex. (Following [Bar84, 11.3.6 , p. 2961.) -reduction is restricted to I-redexes (respectively K-redexes), we call it Ppreduction (respectively PK-reduction). 
*-Reduction.
In this subsection, we define +reduction, a combination of y-reduction and @-reduction. We then prove the major result of Theorem 3.11, showing that the question of /3-strong normalization can be reduced to the question of +normalization. The importance of this result is the fact that it is easier to prove a normalization result than a strong normalization result, because the reduction strategy can be chosen. Proof: Reducing a K-redex in a term that is in 7-normal form and Ppnormal form cannot produce Iredexes or y-redexes. Thus, any @-reduction sequence from M reduces only K-redexes. Reducing K-redexes is strictly size-decreasing, so any @-reduction sequence from M must terminate.
Theorem 3.11 For any term M E A, if 7-nf ( M ) is *-normalazing (there is at least one *-reduction from 7 -n f ( M ) which terminates) then M is @-SN.
(We claim the converse of Theorem 3.11 is also true, but do not prove it and do not need it.) Proof: If y -n f ( M ) is +normalizing, then by Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 (since a +normal form belongs to A T and has no I-redexes) it holds that y -n f ( M ) is @-SN. By Lemma 3.6 we conclude that M is @-SN. E N and N 4 The *.-Normalization of the SimplyTyped &Calculus
In this section, we prove that every simply-typed A-term is @-SN. This is a new proof for a well-known result and it is probably not any simpler than many of the other proofs in the literature already. This proof is presented to allow the reader to understand our method in the simpler context of the simply-typed Xcalculus. In Section 5, we will generalize this proof to the more complicated intersection-type discipline.
The Simply-Typed A-Calculus.
In this paper, it is convenient to define the simplytyped A-calculus in an explicitly-typed manner, where every subterm and bound variable of a typed A-term is annotated with an explicit type, written in superscript position for convenience. (This can be called "Church" style.)
The set of simple types T is built from the countably infinite set of type variables V using the "+" type constructor as specified by the grammar T::=V I (T-+ ' IT). A type is therefore either a type variable or a +-type. Small Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet (e.g. a, p, y, S) are metavariables over V and small Greek letters towards the end of the alphabet (e.g. U and T) are metavariables over 'If. When writing types, the arrows associate to the right so that U + The A-term variables are pairs of untyped variables and types, written as xu, y', z p , and so on. Instead of using type assignments (sometimes called contexts or environments), we require every typed A-terms M to satisfy the property that:
The set A' of simply-typed A-terms and a typeerasing function I I from A' to A are defined inductively as follows:
1. z' E A-and lz'l = 2: if z E V and u E T .
(M''rNu)T
E A-and I(M'"Nu)'I = (lM""llN"l) if Mu" E A' and N u E A-.
( X Z~. M ' )~-* ' E A-and I(A~
Provided all of the free and bound variables in a Xterm are annotated with types, the types annotating applications and A-abstractions may be omitted with no loss of information.
We choose to present the simply-typed A-terms in a "Church" style rather than a "Curry" style partly because this gives a natural interpretation for /3-reduction and 7-reduction. In the Church style, using the natural extension of @-reduction to the simplytyped A-calculus, a @-reduct or a y-reduct of M automatically inherits a simple-typing from M . This will prove to be vital for our purposes. 
A Metric on Simply-Typed A-Terms.
4.2
The proof for +normalization later in this section uses a metric order* on A-terms that decreases after each reduction step. This metric is defined on the types involved in the I-redexes in the A-term.
For simple types, define the function order inductively as follows:
1. order(a) = 0 where a E V is a type variable. 
order(a +
T
A Well-Founded Multiset Ordering.
Since the metric order' computes multisets of natural numbers instead of just single natural numbers, we can not use the simple, numeric "<" ordering. However, there is a standard multiset ordering which is suit able. In plain English, if one starts with a finite multiset, removes some numbers from this multiset and replaces each of them with any finite number of strictly smaller numbers, then the result is defined to be smaller than the starting point. Using this ordering is equivalent to an induction of type ww. 
A Normalizing *-Reduction Strategy.
We now prove that a particular fireduction strategy terminates for all simply-typable A-terms, implying all such terms are P-SN. For a A-term 1M, the I-redex A is innermost if it does not properly contain another I-redex (but A may contain K-redlexes). Every Aterm with one or more I-redexes contains at least one innermost I-redex.
The notion of+reduction is defined so far only for untyped A-terms in ynormal form (members of AY). The residuals of any pre-existing @-redexes (other than the one being reduced) retain the same order value, so for them we need only show they are not duplicated. The initial @-reduction step (of the f i reduction step) does not duplicate /?-redexes because A is innermost. Also, any new P-redexes it creates have a lower order value than order(A). The subsequent y-reduction steps can create new P-redexes. In every case, the A-abstraction forming the function of the new @-redex was one of the outermost Aabstractions of the argument in A, and thus the value of order of the new @-redex is lower than order(A). This contradicts Lemma 4.1, so there must be a + reduction sequence from M which reaches +normal form.
We believe that Lemma 4.3 could be stated more
we do not need such a strong result to prove the next theorem.
Since N is in (A+)., N is y Eemma4.3. Thus, by Theorem 3.11, e
*-Normali terseet ion-Type
In this section, we prove that every A-term typable in the system of intersection types +normalizes and is therefore P-SN. The novelty of this proof is that the argument does not depend on semantic notions such as interpretations, proofs of soundness, etc. As in Section 4, this is a new proof for a well-known result. The format of this section closely follows the format of Section 4.
ntersection-Type Discipline.
The intersection-type discipline is defined as an extension of the simply-typed A-calculus. Cardone and Coppo call the system presented here the system of simple intersection types, reserving the unqualified name for the system with the w type constant that can be assigned to any A-term [CCgO] . Sometimes, a "5" rule is included with the system for type inclusion, but this is not necessary here since this rule does not change the set of typable A-terms.
The set of intersection types T" is built from the countably infinite set of type variables V using the and "A" type constructor as specified by the
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grammar TA ::= V I (TA -TA) I (T" A T"). A type is therefore either a type variable, a +-type, or a Atype. The same notation conventions are followed as with the simply-typed A-calculus, except that "A" is left-associative and has higher precedence than so that U A T~~= ( u A T ) -+~.
The standard Curry-style presentation of the intersection-type system makes it hard to define explicitly how P-reduction and y-reduction work on typings. So instead we give an equivalent Church-style presentation of the intersection-type discipline. (This is done despite Barendregt's fairly accurate observation that "for . . . the system of intersection types . . . As with the simply-typed A-calculus, A-term variables are pairs of untyped variables and types written as z' , y ' , t P , etc. The A-terms will be required to satisfy the same property (t) as before, 90 that type assignments can be avoided. The set A" of A-terms in the intersection-type system and a type-erasing function I I from A" to A are defined inductively as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
This definition may seem quite unusual to some readers, but the clever reader will see that this presentation merely converts entire Curry-style derivations directly into terms. The only difference is that multiple uses of the A-Z and A-€ rules are compressed into one use and that no distinction is made between the type ( I A ( T A p) and (a A T) A p. Sometimes, we will be lazy and omit some of the type annotations from A-terms in A" when the types are not relevant. Now it is necessary to give an interpretation for what it means to perform P-reduction and 7-reduction on members of A". Before doing that, a way to eliminate redundant pairs of A-Z and A 4 must be p r e vided. Although it can be assumed that the typing of a A-term does not have redundant uses of A-Z and A-&, the natural way to interpret ,&reduction and 7-reduction will introduce redundant pairs which must be eliminated. The auxiliary notion of reduction r is defined to handle this. Let r-reduction be the reduction relation such that:
We assume at all times that typedl A-terms are in rnormal form, if necessary reducing them to r-normal form. It is obvious that r-reduction in strongly normalizing, since it is strictly size-reducing.
In providing an interpretation for ,&reduction on members of A", some basic requirements should be fulfilled. If M a 7 N', then it should be the case that U = 7 and IM"l 7 IN'). This still leaves room for many interpretations of &reduction. For our purposes, the typing of N u should be essentially inherited from the typing for Mu. To achieve thia, we define the notion of the parallel occurrences of a subterm, define the notion of singular p-reduction, and then define regular /?-reduction as the simultaneous singular reduction of all of the parallel occurrences of a p-redex. The notion of the parallel occurrences of a subterm is defined as an equivalence relation on the subterm occurrences of each typed A-term in A". Let -be the least equivalence relation such that,:
2.
3.
4.
(Note that -is defined on subterm occurrences with respect to a single, typed A-term.) If, with respect to a typed A-term M', for the subterrns Ny', N l a c M' it holds that Nf' -N,Oa, then we say that N l a is a parallel occurrence of N:'.
A parallel set X of subterms is all the members of an equivalence class under N that are not A-Zterms or A-&terms, for example all of the application subterms in a -equivalence class. If X = {NY', . . . , N, Om} is a parallel set in M' E A", then there is some corresponding untylped subterm N E IM'1 such that INY'I E N for 1 5; i 5 n. Similarly, for every untyped subterm N E IM'l, there is a corresponding parallel set X in M'. When the context is clear, N and X may be used interchangeably. The notion of the residuals of a parallel set under reduction is defined in terms of the residuals of' the corresponding untyped subterm. Nr', then this implies that
However, since lNyli f IMFl, the result of the Plreduction step is not even a valid member of AA. It is necesmry to simultaneously pl-reduce a parallel set of pl-redexes. The groundwork has now been laid for defining regular @-reduction. Observe that if holds, then it must be the case that Pa'-'' is a Aabstraction and not a A-T-term or a A-&-term, due to our assumption that typed A-terms are kept in rnormal form. This means that if one of the members of a paralllel set is a pl-redex, then all of them are pl-redexes. Let X = {M,O', . . . , M,Qn} be a set of pl-redexes such that Mi"' w N; ' for 1 5 i 5 n and
] is a parallel context with n holes. In this case, the parallel set X in M' is said to be a P-redex and /%reduction is defined so that:
INTI, then we may also say that M' reduces to N T by the redex A and we may refeir to the typed p-redex X and the untyped p-redex A interchangeably.
It is also necessary to give a precise interpretation for ,y-reduction on typed A-terms in A". It is a bit more complicated than the interpretation for preduction, because a use of the A-Z constructor can occur as part of the 7-redex. As with P-reduction, we define a notion of singular -/-reduction, denoted yl.
There are two cases of yl-reduction, one simple and one complex. The first, simpler case is exactly as in the simplly-typed A-calculus: (We omit the mandatory a-conversion necessary to rename separate bound variables distinctly that is required by our convention (t). Assume it happens.) Given this definition of yl-reduction, regular 7-reduction is now defined in terms of 71-reduction in the exact same way that regular p-reduction is defined in terms of @l-reduction.
Extending the Metric to Intersection
Types.
The metric of Subsection 4.2 is now extended to handle intersection types. For intersection types, define the function order inductively as follows:
1. order(a) = 0 where a E V is a type variable. We now prove that a particular +reduction strategy terminates for all A-terms typable in the intersectiontype discipline, implying all such terms are @-SN. The same reduction strategy is used that was presented in Subsection 4.4.
order(u +
Denote the set of all typed A-terms M' E A" such that IM'1 E AY by (A").. Extend +reduction to terms in A" in the obvious manner. Proof: The structure of this proof is almost identical to the proof for Lemma 4.2. The main differences are the notation necessary to account for parallel sets and the handling of r-reduction in between @-reduction and 7-reduction steps. We sketch here the differences with Lemma 4.2. See the full technical report for details [KW94].
It is necessary to show that r-reduction does not duplicate or remove @-redexes, although it can remove pl-redexes. It is somewhat tricky to show that rreduction does not change the value of order for one of the preexisting @-redexes. The notation for the substructure of the argument of A is fairly complicated to handle its parallel structure. There is also extra complexity in analyzing where the types come from that define the value of order for the fresh P-redexes. Otherwise, the proof is essentially the same.
